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ZaPF⚒
As every semester there was a ZaPF, this
time up in the North, in Bremen. Here we
meet with all other „Fachschaft“s from
Germany, Austria and Switzerland to
discuss, coordinate and improve our
common goal of giving everybody the best
physics studies possible. Again we sent a
delegation from Bonn to participate with
The CHE Ranking
hard work and a lot of fun. More
Every now and then there is something information
can
be
found
at
called the CHE ranking happening. Its aim wwsw.zapfwiki.de! (Again, in German...)
is to evaluate univesity studies. This year,
some students between their third and
Glögg (non-alcoholic beverage)☃
seventh semester have received the On Friday, 5th of December, the Fachschaft
corresponding forms. This year, the ZaPF➚ will offer you a warm welcome into this
did not call for a boykott. Ⱦ Nevertheless, years Christmas time in the HISKP. From 10
the whole endeavour deserves further a.m. on we will serve you hot beverages
scrutinizing. Hence, who received such a against the cold. Merry Christmas!
letter is strongly advised to read up on it at
http://t.co/8XVBuQIwLA (in German).
Regular's table on the 18.12.
The third talk of our regular's table will be
Plenary Meeting♬
held on the 55th anniversary of the
O come, all ye students, joyful and founding of the trust for DESYs❆, starting
triumphant! / O come ye to the HISKP. / 7:15 p.m. Sonja and Chris will talk about
Come december sixteenth, at eighteen burning christmas trees and other fun
o'clock sharp, / O come to the SR1, O come seasonal stuff. We hope to entertain you
let us discuss much / O come let us well and maybe give you new ideas for
improve it, your studies!
more excitations⚡ around this time of the
year!
Stud-E-lab
Cinema or mixer event: Companion Upheaval
For all you tinkerers there's a playground! 😹
ɚ
For other (done) combinations, see Propagator 62!
In the HISKP, room 153e, you can fiddle Ħ
The cinema at the Bertha-von-Suttner Platz
with soldering guns and electronics, under ➚ See below. Uhm. Above. Uhm. To the right. Uh...
the guidance of our knowledgable Stud-E- Ⱦ Note: They don't ask for participation...
Lab team. You'll need a one-time safety ♬ Of all physics and astronomy students
instruction, which can
be done on ⚒ Zusammenkunft aller Physik-Fachschaften (Meeting
Wednesdays between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. of all physics „Fachschaft“s
After that you can have access to the keys ☃ And maybe also Glühwein (alcoholic beverage)
at the Fachschaft. At the room's door you ❆ Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
⚡
can find more info and its opening hours.
Maybe physically literally...
ComeCU�
Cinema is awesome! People are awesome!
Surprises are awesome! And alsoɚ these
things can be combined! Therefore, on
Monday, 8th of December, we will go at
8:30 p.m. to the WOKIĦ and watch its
English sneak preview. We'll meet at 8:15
in front of the cinema! Hope to see you!
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